Free Membership for Restaurant Deliveries
Revel will provide free memberships for its electric mopeds to a set number of employees of
certain restaurants in the cities it serves to assist those restaurants with meeting demand for food
deliveries and continuing to operate during the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. The duration
of the free memberships will be four weeks, which will be subject to change at any time by
Revel. Revel is currently operating in Brooklyn and Queens, Washington D.C.; Austin, Texas;
and Oakland, California. Our service has been paused in Miami, but we are able to provide
mopeds to restaurants for delivery purposes only.
How to participate:
● Restaurants will enter into an agreement with Revel outlining the terms of the
partnership.
● Restaurants will then provide Revel with the names of the employees it would like to use
the free memberships for delivery services.
● If they are not already members, employees will need to sign up on Revel’s app and pay
the one-time $5 signup fee.
● Once employees have signed up and passed the screening, Revel customer service will
enroll the designated Company employees in a free account and credit the $5 sign-up fee
back to the employee. If an employee does not pass Revel’s user eligibility screening, the
employee will not be able to use a free Revel membership.
● Revel will be responsible for battery charging, battery maintenance, and vehicle
maintenance.
● Restaurant employees will be covered by and subject to Revel’s standard insurance
policies covering third party liability while using Revel mopeds as long as they are in full
compliance with Revel’s Rental Agreement, Terms of Use and Privacy Policy, subject to
the limits summarized at https://reveltransit.zendesk.com/hc/enus/articles/360023871514-Is-insurance-included-. In accordance with Revel’s standard
policies, Restaurant Employees will be responsible for the first $500 of each insurance
claim that arises out of any accident for which they are found liable.
● Restaurant employees will abide by Revel’s Rental Agreement, Terms of Use and
Privacy Policy, including where is permissible to ride and park; any employee who does
not abide by Revel’s Rental Agreement, Terms of Use or Privacy Policy will have their
Revel membership suspended.
● Restaurant employees will contact Revel customer support immediately if any issues arise
with the mopeds or any damage occurs as soon as the issue has been identified.
In return for the free service, Restaurant will agree to promote this partnership on social media
by:

● Posting one (1) Instagram post on their account promoting Revel partnership within one
day of the Restaurant’s employees receiving their accounts;
● Posting two (2) Instagram stories on their account promoting Revel partnership within
one week of the Restaurant’s employees receiving their accounts;
● Tagging Revel's instagram (@gorevel) in all posts; and
● Obtaining Revel’s approval of all posts (including text and images) before
publishing. Restaurant must email chris.rogers@gorevel.com for approval.

About Revel
Revel is a shared electric vehicle company that helps people who live and work in cities get
where they need to go in a safe, reliable, and convenient way. Qualified riders use the Revel app
to unlock and ride a licensed, regulated, and insured electric moped parked within the service
area. Revel provides two helmets with each vehicle and offers free riding lessons seven days a
week. Revel fits seamlessly into cities’ existing regulatory, transportation, and parking systems.
Revel was founded in March 2018 by Frank Reig and Paul Suhey with a small pilot program in
Brooklyn, New York. The service is now available throughout much of Brooklyn and Queens
and is available in Washington DC, Austin, Miami (service currently paused) and Oakland. To
get started, visit GoRevel.com, and check out @_GoRevel on Twitter.

